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Abstract: This paper studies the scalability and replicability of smart grid projects. Currently, most smart grid projects are still in the R&D or demonstration phases. The full roll-out of the tested solutions requires a suitable degree of scalability and replicability to prevent project demonstrators from remaining local experimental exercises. Scalability and replicability are the preliminary requisites to perform scaling-up and replication successfully; therefore, scalability and replicability allow for or at least reduce barriers for the growth and reuse of the results of project demonstrators. The paper proposes factors that influence and condition a project’s scalability and replicability. These factors involve technical, economic, regulatory and stakeholder acceptance related aspects, and they describe requirements for scalability and replicability. In order to assess and evaluate the identified scalability and replicability factors, data has been collected from European and national smart grid projects by means of a survey, reflecting the projects’ view and results. The evaluation of the factors allows quantifying the status quo of on-going projects with respect to the scalability and replicability, i.e., they provide a feedback on to what extent projects take into account these factors and on whether the projects’ results and solutions are actually scalable and replicable.
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1. Introduction

The existing electricity networks face numerous challenges, including generation diversification, optimal deployment of expensive assets, demand response, energy conservation, and reduction of the industry’s overall carbon footprint [1]. These challenges require the development of smart grids [2,3]. Smart grids are electricity networks enabling two-way flow of both information and power exchange between suppliers and customers, thanks to the pervasive deployment of intelligent communication, monitoring and management systems [4]. The realization of the physical infrastructure alone is not sufficient, but a smart grid must be complemented by the emergence of new business models and practices, new regulations, and more intangible elements like customers’ behavioral changes and social acceptance [3,4]. In the last few years, initiatives on smart grids have been growing in number, participants and scope with different aims and results. Substantial public and private investments have been made in research and development (R & D), demonstration and deployment activities (in Europe, Brazil and the U.S. 309 Mio. € 77 Mio. € and 4,900 Mio. € have been invested through public
funding schemes, respectively [4] [5,6]. The size of the projects in terms of investment seems to be generally increasing over the last years, indicating that either larger or more complex solutions are studied [7].

Currently, most smart grid projects are still in the R & D or demonstration phases. These projects mainly propose and test solutions related to distributed and renewable energy resources, demand response, smart metering, distribution automation, energy storage, and wide area monitoring protection and control among others [8]. A literature review shows that most projects actually focus on three types of smart grid services within their business models: vehicle-to-grid and grid-to-vehicle services, demand response services, and services to integrate renewable energy sources [9]. The deployment and full roll-out of the solutions tested in R & D and demonstration projects require a suitable degree of scalability and replicability to prevent projects from remaining local experimental exercises unable to transfer their knowledge and solutions to real-life industrial-scale applications. Thus, scalable and replicable solutions are sought [10]. Both, the U.S. Department of Energy and the European Commission insist on the need for scalable and replicable solutions [7,11]. The shift from R & D and demonstration phases to the deployment phase comes along with a significant investment effort [7].

Scalability can be defined as the ability of a system to change its scale in order to meet growing volumes of demand [12]. A system is understood as a set of interacting elements with similar boundary conditions. Note that the ability of a system to scale does not necessarily imply that the scaled-up system performs well. A more restrictive formulation defines scalability then as the ability of a system to maintain its performance (i.e., relative performance) and function, and retain all its desired properties when its scale is increased without having a corresponding increase in the system’s complexity [12]. By contrast, replicability denotes the property of a system that allows it to be duplicated at another location or time. Scalability and replicability are the preliminary requisite to perform scaling-up and replication successfully; therefore, scalability and replicability allow for or at least reduce barriers for the growth and reuse of the results of R & D and demonstration projects. This is of importance for companies and utilities since scaling-up and replication bring major benefits for example through a cost-effective application to a larger group of customers or by reusing proven solutions in a cost-effective way.

Whereas replicability has not attracted much attention in the literature, scalability has been studied in a wide range of context: telecommunication systems, sensor networks and mostly distributed computing systems [13]. In [14], a method for studying the scaling-up of a distributed computing system has been proposed, which is based on cost-effectiveness. The cost-effectiveness is defined as a function of the system’s throughput (i.e., the amount of work processed in a given time) and its quality of service (i.e., mean response time). The evaluation of the cost-effectiveness is carried out by numerical simulations. In [15], design principles for the scalability of a sensor network are discussed. A sensor network should be ideally scalable without reengineering the existing network. A multi-tier network architecture has been proposed to avoid an enormous amount of data being delivered to the central base-station when increasing the number of sensor nodes. In case of telecommunication systems, the problem of routing IP packets also requires a high degree of scalability since with the continuing growth of Internet, the routing table in each router, containing information on how to reach all the reachable Internet addresses, is also getting bigger and bigger, which can cause memory problems [16]. For other systems, scaling rules can be established as it was the case for Moore’s empirical rule [17] or Dennard’s law [18]. For example and similar to Moore’s empirical rule, it has been found that the router memory tends to double its size every couple of years [16]. The importance of scalability for control schemes and in particular for a control scheme of a PV-Diesel microgrid has been recognized in [19] but without analyzing it further. It has been however found in [20] that a local control structure seems to be more scalable than a centralized control structure. Actually, a bottom-up smart grid design seems to be more appropriate in terms of scalability, privacy and security since information flow from the customer to the operator is reduced, a centralized control is avoided and since diversifying smart meter devices creates technological non-uniformity, improving security [20]. Further, it is worthwhile
to mention that some sensitivity analyses found in the literature can be interpreted as approaches to evaluate scaling-up and replication. For instance, in [21] the worthwhileness of scaling-up has been analyzed by evaluating the economic impact of increasing the amount of wind power generation or the number of overload line controllers by dint of numerical simulations. Similarly, reference [22] has simulated the economic impact of an increasing amount of electric vehicles and of different associated charging strategies on several European power systems. Note that these studies on scaling-up and replication inherently assume a scalable and replicable solution. In fact, references [15] and [23] allude to the fact that scalability is design-dependent and that it must be tackled from the very beginning. The focus of this paper is then on scalability and replicability understood as the preliminary requisite to perform scaling-up and replication successfully. Finally and although scaling-up and replication might be interlinked (the growth of a project within a geographic region might bring with a change in the boundary conditions such as terrain conditions, regulation, etc.), scalability and replicability are independent. The former is rather system dependent, whereas the latter depends on the expected change of the boundary conditions.

This paper studies the scalability and replicability of smart grid projects and their demonstrators. Project demonstrators range from physical implementations to software and toolbox applications. A scalable smart grid project is understood as a project that successfully increases its size under the same boundary conditions (e.g., more smart meters in a specific area or a more detailed model of a power system in case of software), whereas a replicable project refers to a project that successfully performs under different boundary conditions (e.g., simulation of market designs of different countries). For this purpose, the paper tackles first the question of what makes a particular project scalable and replicable. In other words, factors are sought and identified that influence and condition a project’s scalability and replicability. These factors involve technical, economic, regulatory and stakeholder acceptance related aspects. Since smart grid projects tackle a wide area of application, the factors need to be sufficiently generic and cannot be too application-specific. In a second step, a case study is performed on on-going European and national smart grid projects in order to evaluate the factors, which allows then quantifying the status quo of the analyzed projects with respect to the scalability and replicability. Further, projects provide a feedback on to what extent they take into account these factors and on whether their results and solutions are actually able to be scaled-up and replicated. Results of that case study are provided. Whereas scalability and replicability factors already describe requirements for scalability and replicability, the case study on on-going projects will show the achievements and barriers with respect to projects’ scalability and replicability.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the scalability and replicability factors; Section 3 outlines the methodology for the assessment of the identified scalability and replicability factors. This methodology is applied to a case study on on-going European projects in Section 4; Section 5 presents the conclusions of the paper.

2. Scalability and Replicability Factors

This section proposes relevant factors affecting the scalability and replicability of a smart grid project. These factors already describe requirements for scalability and replicability and they have been identified by means of an in-depth literature review. Both, complex systems such as distributed computing systems, sensor networks or air transportation systems, and several smart grid projects have been analyzed [24]. Although scalability and replicability of each system depends on specific factors, common and sufficiently generic factors have been sought. These identified factors describe technical aspects, economic aspects, and aspects related to regulation and acceptance. For example, distributed computing systems and sensor networks require both a certain degree of modularity to scale up. The literature review also showed that feasibility of scaling up mainly depends on technical factors, whereas feasibility of replication is affected by technical and regulatory factors. Viability of scaling-up and replication mainly depends on economic factors but also on regulatory and acceptance-related factors. Congruently, the factors extracted from the literature review have been classified into four
main groups: a technical, an economic, a regulatory, and stakeholder acceptance related group. The four groups play a role in both scalability and replicability, although individual factors and their definition vary in both cases. In general terms, it can be said that:

- Technical factors determine whether the solution developed in a particular project is inherently scalable and/or replicable, i.e., whether it is feasible to scale-up and/or to replicate. Paying attention to these factors will not automatically guarantee scalability or replicability, but a failure to do so will rule out many chances to it.
- Economic factors reflect whether it is viable to pursue scaling up or replication. This crucial step—validating whether investment analysis (e.g., internal rate of return, net present value, etc.) and business models hold at a larger scale or in a different setting than the original case—is often neglected and constitutes a major barrier.
- Factors related to regulation and acceptance of stakeholders such as end users, regulators, authorities, etc., reflect the extent to which the current regulatory and social environment is ready to embrace a scaled-up version of a project or whether a new environment is suitable for receiving a project.

Although certain economic and regulatory factors might be coupled, a distinction has been made since a project can rather influence economic factors (e.g., its costs or business model) than the regulatory ones. Table 1 summarizes the proposed scalability and replicability factors and their classification. The following subsections describe the scalability and replicability factors in more detail.

**Table 1. Summary of the factors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Replicability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical</strong></td>
<td>Modularity</td>
<td>Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology evolution</td>
<td>Interoperability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interface design</td>
<td>Network configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic</strong></td>
<td>Economy of scale</td>
<td>Macroeconomics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regulatory</strong></td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stakeholder acceptance</strong></td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. **Scalability Factors**

2.1.1. Technical Factors

The technical factors cover the extent to which the solution itself is inherently scalable. They also address the compatibility with the technical environment the solution will be implemented in, and the interaction between the components of the solution and the outside world.

Modularity is the basic precondition for scaling-up. It refers to whether a solution can be divided into interdependent components. A monolithic solution will seldom be appropriate for implementation at a larger scale. Clearly defined (and separated) constituent parts, on the other hand, allow for the flexibility needed to transfer the setup to a larger scale. For example, substation automation projects are usually designed in order to easily add new utility system functions for monitoring, control and protection applications. It should be easy to add or substitute for instance protection devices [25,26]. This factor asks and studies then to what extent a solution is modular (e.g., how easy it is to add new components or whether there are limits on adding components).

As smart grid projects and their components tend to have a considerable operational lifetime (ranging from years to decades in case of transmission system projects), expected technology evolution...
is crucial. During the time lapse between the roll-out of the original project and the roll-out of a scaled-up version, the evolving state-of-the-art in underlying technology (computing power and cost, telecommunication speed and capacity, advanced materials, etc.) may turn previously impossible exploits into feasible ones. On the contrary, some projects may reduce their scalability simply because the technology, which they reside on, may become obsolete. Within the bounds of possibility, this aspect needs to be taken into account when assessing the potential for scalability. For instance, progress in communication infrastructure and particularly, a transition from power line carrier to fiber optics could increase the available bandwidth. This in turn allows increasing the number of controllable elements (both loads and generators) within an area. The factor technology evolution asks and determines then to what extent technological advances allow increasing the solution size?

Modularity needs to be complemented by a system setup that does not create an overly-entangled set of relations among the components when scaling up. The number, complexity and intensity of interactions among the components and with the outside world need to remain manageable. Interface design explicitly addresses the number of interactions among components. If they increase more than linearly with the size, the scaled-up solution may become overly complex and redundant at the desired scale, reducing the performance of the scaled-up solution. For instance, within the GridWise Olympic Peninsula Project local and centralized demand-side control designs have been compared. It has been concluded that avoiding centralized top-down control flows reduces complexity by avoiding the need to centrally control individual loads via intermediate entities [20]. Further, new participants in the demand-side control do not add additional cost to the system, leaving the growth of the smart grid unbounded. The factor interface design asks and studies then to what extent interactions between components are locally or centrally controlled.

Apart from the complexity of the solution itself, the software tools used to deploy it (e.g., simulation models, databases, etc.) need to be able to cope with the increased size. Note that this factor can be mitigated by a favorable technological evolution. For example, the computation effort of transient stability simulations explodes with the increasing size of the analyzed power system. The size is not only a question of the number of buses and branches, but also and to a much greater extent a question of the number of elements and their associated states. The explosion of the computation effort could be mitigated by improved CPUs or by using undeployed resources such as GPU [27]. The factor software tools asks and determines then to what extent the performance of software tools is affected when the solution size increases.

Demonstrator projects, by definition, take place in realistic settings and are thus bound by pre-existing conditions. Even if the original project is integrated, the current infrastructure may create limits on the maximum scale that can be reached. These limits can range from mild constraints to insurmountable barriers; therefore, the requirements (of the scaled up solution) on the existing infrastructure have to be analyzed. For instance, the rating of the substation transformer of a photovoltaic plant needs to be taken into account when adding new photovoltaic arrays such that the plant output grows beyond the nominal rating of the substation transformer. Alternatively, the number of parallel substation transformers needs to be increased, increasing the overall costs. The factor current infrastructure asks and studies to what extent the current infrastructure creates limits on the maximum size of the solution.

2.1.2. Economic Factors

A project will only be scaled up if it is viable on the intended scale. This implies both the cost and revenues need to evolve desirably. This essentially means that the marginal cost and revenue functions for a given solution will make scaling-up viable or not. Development of the marginal cost curve according to the number of deployed units is particularly interesting in this context, where increase, decline or stepwise development are the most obvious trends influencing scalability. Note that the original project does not necessarily need to be viable and the analysis only looks at the effect of increasing its size.
Congruently, the percentage increase in costs is at most equal to the percentage increase in project size. In other words, economies of scale should apply [28]. Any other situation will lead to unattractive financial situations. The meaning of project size is very project dependent (e.g., the number of customers, the number of meters, the amount of managed active power, the number of distributed generation units, etc.). For example, the IMPROGRES project analyzed the impact of increasing distribution generation penetration on the distribution costs and depending on the studied area, the increase of the amount of distributed generation was proportional to the increase in distribution cost savings [29]. The factor economy of scale asks and determines then to what extent costs grow when increasing the solution size.

Similarly, the percentage increase in benefits should be at least equal to the percentage increase in project size. In other words, the profitability of the project is at least maintained. This factor asks and determines to what extent benefits grow when increasing the solution size.

2.1.3. Regulatory Factor

Regulation sets the framework for the activities of not only transmission and distribution, but also generation and supply, conditioning how the different agents involved (investors, consumers, etc.) act and interact among themselves. Regulation defines the roles and responsibilities of agents, the rules and requirements to provide services, the rules on how to remunerate regulated activities and the rules on interaction between agents. With regard to scalability, regulation is understood in terms of its impact on size and scope of the project. Usually, the rules and requirements to provide certain services mostly affect scalability. For instance, the ability of photovoltaic plants to choose its economic regime (either selling at a tariff or by participating in the market and obtaining a premium) is restricted to a maximum installed capacity in some countries like in Spain. The photovoltaic plant needs to be connected to the grid through a single transformer. Enlarging the photovoltaic plant by adding new photovoltaic arrays could be realized by either assuming a change in its economic regime (mandatory participation in the market) or by establishing a new plant and installing a further transformer. The factor regulation asks and studies then whether there are any regulatory barriers with respect to the size and scope of the solution.

2.1.4. Stakeholder Acceptance Related Factor

Finally, this section studies the extent to which stakeholders like regulators, policy makers and end users are ready to embrace an enlarged project. An assessment is necessary of whether acceptance can be gained from the involved stakeholders. Although the solution proposed by a project might have overcome the regulatory and legal barriers (e.g., by adapting the regulatory framework), it is very important that other stakeholders accept the proposed solution. For example, the LINEAR project’s field tests aim at quantifying the amount of flexibility that could be exploited from the customers [30,31]. An important barrier for the field tests arose from the fact that an important financial effort was required from the field test participants since they had to buy the smart appliances installed in their houses. In [32], the feasibility of invoicing various smart meter price components to end customers has been analyzed. The results depend very much on residential electricity customers’ willingness to pay for smart meters. The factor acceptance asks and determines then to what extent stakeholder acceptance has been taken into account and whether any challenges are expected.

2.2. Replicability Factors

2.2.1. Technical Factors

A core requirement for replication in a different environment is that a given solution can interwork with other systems. First of all, the solution itself should conform to published standards. From the point of view of the grid operator this avoids vendor-specific solutions that may only function well in a given setting. For instance, within Iberdrola’s STAR project, clear technical specifications for
smart meter communication have been established and eventually a common standard for the OFDM type 1 communication technology has been developed (the PRIME specification) [33]. The huge number of stakeholders, the necessary speed, the many international activities and the still changing solutions pose challenges to the standardization process and the appropriate collection of standards by projects [34,35]. The factor standardization asks and determines to what extent the solution is standard compliant and/or whether the solution can be easily made standard compliant.

Standardization in itself is not sufficient. Solutions have to be interoperable as well. Given the many standards that exist, it is in principle possible to have something standardized that is not interoperable with a given system/setting (that operates according to a different standard). Interoperability refers to the ability of two or more networks, systems, devices, applications, or components to interwork, to exchange and use information to perform required functions. Apart from the PRIME specification, Meters&More and PLC G3 alliances offer further technical standard specifications to support smart metering functionalities. For example, STMicroelectronics’ communication power line platform used in smart metering is compatible with both PRIME and Meters & More specification [33]. The factor interoperability asks and determines to what extent solutions and their components/functions are interoperable or even plug-and-play.

The external conditions imposed by the host network configuration need to be conducive to integrating the solution. This refers to elements, which are given and cannot be changed within the scope of a project (e.g., climate conditions such as temperature, wind, precipitation levels, terrain conditions, local generation mix, demographics, consumption mix and profiles, etc.). For example, if a project focuses on the joint use of storage systems and solar power plants, the replication of these solutions depends very much on the solar irradiation levels of the new host area. If the generation mix further contains already a large amount of renewable and non-controllable energy sources, the introduction of a further amount of renewable, non-controllable energy sources such as photovoltaic arrays might be unfeasible due to stability constraints, etc. The factor network configuration asks and studies to what extent the solution depends on given resources and infrastructures.

2.2.2. Economic Factors

Different settings can have a fundamental impact on the economic prospects of a project/solution. First of all, an analysis of macro-economic factors is needed to assess whether the solution proposed is (still) profitable in other European countries. This can typically be achieved via a limited scenario analysis on a few selected target countries. Carbon costs, inflation and interest rates have an impact on the costs and viability of a project. For example, the discount rate which defines the initial investment is a function of the inflation and the interest rate. Higher interest rates in the host country increase the cost and they also reduce demand. The factor macroeconomics asks and studies then to what extent the solution depends on given macro-economic factors (e.g., discount rate, inflation rate, etc.).

Secondly, the host area’s market design is another determining factor. Market design basically includes the definition of products and services, bid, or offer requirements, and rules for pricing and financial settlement [36]. Market design sometimes also refers to the roles and responsibilities of different market actors and the processes between them [37]. This involves among others questions on what market model is used, who the players are, how they interact, what tariff structure is in place and whether additional constraints as taxes or subsidy schemes may apply. For example, an aggregator, which the solution of a particular project relies on, is not necessarily a recognized market player in another country. The TWENTIES project tested among others the ability of aggregated wind farms to provide secondary frequency regulation in Spain. Wind farms are however not allowed to participate in the secondary reserve market. Finally, in some European countries and under certain conditions, RES can either sell at a feed-in tariff or participate in the market. Feed-in tariffs however vary in Europe considerably [38]. The factor market design asks and determines then to what extent the solution depends on a given market design.
Finally, the viability of the project’s solution under a different business model needs to be checked. It is highly likely that the original project’s business model will not hold—at least not without modification—in a new setting. For example, the deployment of distributed generation could help reducing distribution grid losses. However, not all European countries have regulations that incentivize loss reduction and therefore, a solution which is viable due to loss reduction might not be an attractive solution in another host area [39]. The factor business model asks and determines to what extent the viability of the solution has been analyzed and/or whether the solution is viable under different settings (e.g., another EU member state).

2.2.3. Regulatory Factor

For successful replication, it is important that regulation in the envisaged host area allows the deployment of the project to be replicated. Regulation is understood here in general terms of roles of agents, rules to provide services, rules on how to remunerate regulated agents and of rules on interaction between agents. The definition is intentionally kept generic without focusing on a specific regulatory framework, since project demonstrators work under different frameworks. Most projects are actually driven and led by DSOs or TSOs, which are both regulated entities. Assessing this factor may involve considerable work, as regulatory frameworks tend to be idiosyncratic and continuously evolving. It is, moreover, hampered by a lack of really unified European regulatory framework. As long as this is not in place, it will be difficult to extend the analysis of replication beyond a few well-chosen countries. A good example for the existence of different European regulatory frameworks is given in section 2.2.2 with regard to the incentives for distribution grid loss reduction. Further, network tariffs considerably vary in Europe [40]. The factor regulation asks and studies to what extent the solution depends on current national or local regulation in order to be feasible and viable and whether barriers arise from this dependency.

2.2.4. Stakeholder Acceptance Related Factor

Finally, the acceptance of the solution by key stakeholders is required. This may imply a more fundamental consent than the one required for scalability. After all, stakeholders have to be willing to embrace something entirely new, which may be more difficult than accepting a larger version of something that already exists. The factor acceptance asks and studies then to what extent acceptance problems are expected when exporting the solutions to other countries.

3. Methodology for Assessing the Factors

This section describes the methodology for the assessment of the scalability and replicability factors. The methodology consists in collecting data of smart grid project demonstrators by means of a questionnaire to assess and evaluate the identified scalability and replicability factors. The evaluation of the factors allows then quantifying the status quo of on-going and new projects with respect to the scalability and replicability, i.e., they provide a feedback on to what extent projects take into account these factors and on whether the projects’ results and solutions are actually able to be scaled-up and replicated. The methodology is summarized in Figure 1.

Whether a smart grid project is scalable and replicable or not depends on how the scalability and replicability factors have been contemplated. The developed methodology consecutively evaluates the technical, economic, and regulatory and social acceptance related factors of projects. For example, if a particular project is inherently scalable due to its technical design but benefits grow slower than costs do when increasing its size, the project is deemed to be potentially not scalable or it is only partially scalable. Similarly, if a particular project of a country is inherently replicable and its business model focuses on loss reduction but the envisaged country doesn’t incentive loss reduction, the project might be potentially not replicable in that country. However, if this business model can be adapted (e.g., renewable feed in), the project might get replicable again. Ideally, all factors should be contemplated,
but the importance of a factor might vary from project to project (e.g., in a project studying the deployment of phasor measurement units, the end user acceptance is of less importance).

\[ \text{Figure 1. Overview of the methodology for assessing the factors.} \]

The evaluation of the factors has been carried out by means of analyses of the received questionnaires [41]. Project leaders or project coordinators have filled in questionnaires since they have a general view of the project and the actors involved. Answers to the multiple-choice questions have been translated into numerical scores. Whereas scalability and replicability factors already describe the requirements for scalability and replicability, the answers to the questions will show the achievements and barriers of the smart grid projects. It is important to mention that the answers to the questions reflect the projects’ view and results. For instance, when answering the questions related to economic factor profitability on the project’s viability and cost-benefit ratio, the project had to carry out the corresponding analysis in order to answer the questions correctly. The advantage of this approach is that projects provide the information, knowing best their results. A disadvantage resides in the fact that the answers could be biased in order to enhance the final result. This risk has been somehow mitigated by making the answers anonymous, after all since the results could be seen by funding institutions.

The methodology summarized and depicted in Figure 1 inherently suggests certain priorities and a certain order, which could be translated into weights associated to each factor. For instance, if a project is not technically scalable, it could be deemed as potentially not scalable although it is regulatorily scalable. Each factor could thus to be weighted and a weighted sum for each of the four groups (technical, economic and regulatory and stakeholder acceptance) as well as a total weighted sum (over all four groups) is computed. Whenever possible, the weights should also reflect the participants’ experience, i.e., the project demonstrators’ knowledge. Finally, a minimum score is established for each factor in order to avoid incongruence within an area (e.g., a very modular project with very poor interface design should not be directly deemed scalable although the mean score is sufficient).

4. Case Study

This section gives an overview of the results of a case study of a wide variety of publicly funded projects within Europe, tackling diverse challenges within the smart grid domain. This case study is performed in order to evaluate the proposed factors. This way, contacted smart grid projects provide a feedback on to what extent they take into account these factors and on whether their results and solutions are actually able to be scaled-up and replicated. Table 2 shows the projects and the demonstrators that participated in the survey, their status, the network they are connected to...
(distribution D and/or transmission T), and the main stakeholders involved. All projects include distribution and transmission companies and utilities, manufacturers and research centres. It is interesting that customers or customer associations are underrepresented, which is also true for regulators or policy makers. This can be partially explained by the fact that projects focus on proving feasibility [42]. Note, however, that customers’ willingness to participate is usually analysed ([43,44]).

Table 2. Projects that participated in the survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Demonstration finished</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Research centers, generation companies, distribution utilities and companies, manufacturers, industry associations, governmental institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid4EU (6 demonstrators)</td>
<td>Demonstration on-going</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Research centers, generation companies, distribution utilities, manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EcoGrid EU</td>
<td>Demonstration finished</td>
<td>T &amp; D</td>
<td>Research centers, distribution companies, transmission companies, manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWENTIES (6 demonstrators)</td>
<td>Demonstration finished</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Research centers, generation companies, manufacturers, industry associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InovGrid</td>
<td>Demonstration finished</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Distribution utility *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE</td>
<td>Demonstration on-going</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Research centers, distribution companies, transmission companies, manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlanGridEV</td>
<td>Demonstration on-going</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Research centers, distribution utilities and companies, manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIP</td>
<td>Demonstration on-going</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Research centers and consulting companies, distribution companies, industrial customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREDOR</td>
<td>Demonstration on-going</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Research centers and consulting companies, distribution companies, generation companies, transmission companies, manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIC-ASS</td>
<td>Demonstration on-going</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Research centers, generation companies, distribution utilities and companies, manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMBRELLA</td>
<td>Demonstration on-going</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Research centers, transmission companies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Other stakeholders have not been specified.

First, aggregated results of the survey are presented. The use of aggregated results filters somehow the results of particular projects and allows deriving a certain tendency. Equal weights and a minimum score of 0.3 have been used. Second, some challenges and limitations for scalability and replicability detected by the data collection are outlined. Focus is on those scalability and replicability areas and factors, where projects obtained comparatively low scores. Note that although the number of projects is rather small, their answers already give a first impression of what are the major challenges and limitations. Continuous receiving of answered questionnaire will improve this picture, but it will probably also show that challenges and limitations shift.

4.1. Aggregated Results of the Survey

The analysis of the received questionnaires shows that technical, economic, and regulatory and stakeholder related scalability areas score about the same. By contrast, the regulatory and stakeholder related replicability areas score higher than the technical and economic replicability areas. Economic replicability issues seem to have attracted less attention.
4.1.1. Factors

A more detailed picture of the aggregated results can be obtained by analyzing the results on the factor level. Figure 2 shows and compares the average scores of the scalability and replicability factors and their importance as seen by the participants. The scalability factors technology evolution, economies of scale, and existing infrastructure, and the replicability factors standardization and market design obtained lowest scores. According to the survey, issues for technology evolution arise from expected equipment costs, from collecting and handling data with reduced sampling time, missing standardization of the flow of information and control signals from and to distributed generation, and from IT/data security and reliability (data connections will not be 100% available all the time). Evolutions in smart metering, communication infrastructure, standardization of equipment and communication, and distribution management systems are expected to improve feasibility of smart grid solutions in the near future. Particularly, IT/data security evolutions are especially important for scaling up.

![Figure 2. Average scores and average importance of (a) scalability and (b) replicability factors.](image)

Limitations on existing infrastructure are mainly due to the presence of weak elements such as lines or transformers or due to physical size limitations such as in substations. In some cases, the presence of weak elements was desired to show the performance of proposed solutions (e.g., DSM to maximize the use of installed capacity and to postpone grid reinforcements). With respect to the factor network configuration, limitations for replicability might arise from the fact that certain projects require an existing infrastructure such AMS.

In the case of economy of scale, one reason for having a comparatively low factor score is due to the fact that in many cases a corresponding analysis on the avoided costs has not yet been performed or is not available yet. This finding can be partially explained by the nature of the projects, which are mostly demonstration projects focusing on feasibility. Some projects expect a linear or sublinear increase of cost with increase of size; others expect a stepwise development due to for example the need of a sudden infrastructure upgrade. The linear increase in costs with size is the upper limit for economy of scale. It is important to mention that the sublinear increase of costs is mostly expected for standardized equipment where multi-vendors are available. Software projects are expected to have a small increase of costs (very sublinear) with size, but they might have a high setup cost.

The low score on standardization might indicate potential problems (for example by employing only proprietary solutions and proprietary standards). Nonetheless, these potential problems can be somehow mitigated as long as the solutions are interoperable. Note that only a few projects apply solutions that are not compliant with any standard and that over 60% of all projects apply open, voluntary and/or mandatory standards. Challenges arise from the dependency on service providers imposing their standards/protocols, the difficulty of implementing different protocols simultaneously, or from the ability for a standard-conform implementation of components (e.g., electric vehicles and
chargepoles). In some cases, a particular project implemented a solution providing a new service for which standards (and regulation) still need to be defined.

In case of market design, strong dependence on a given market design can be a potential barrier when replicating the proposed solution to another environment where a different market design is in use (e.g., prohibition of providing ancillary services with RES, prohibition of interaction between DSO and TSO and distributed generation, etc.). Similarly, uncertainty on remuneration schemes is a limitation on market design. In some cases, market design has not been analyzed yet. 80% of all project indicate potential regulatory and/or legal barriers and difficulties regarding the replication of their approach and solutions. Regulatory limitations might be mitigated by adapting the regulation, but this is usually a slow process.

Congruently, it seems thus that projects and their demonstrators focused on some technical aspect of scalability in general as well as on profitability and regulation, whereas the economy of scale, existing infrastructure, and technology evolution had less priority. It is actually interesting that the replicability factor acceptance scores significantly higher than the homonymous scalability factor. Stakeholder involvement has been considered rather for replication but less for scaling-up or it seems less problematic for replicability. One the hand, scaling up of current demonstrators seems to require additional support from DSO, TSO and regulators and adaption of the current operation procedures and regulations, respectively. Customer involvement is essential to most projects, depending on the application, but the problems arising from customer involvement are hardly addressed since projects focused on feasibility and viability aspects. On the other hand, projects argue that a positive result of a tested solution eases replication. Apart from stakeholder acceptance, projects and their demonstrators focused on the regulatory aspect and partially on the technical aspect of replicability.

Finally, the comparison shown in Figure 2 between the average scores of scalability and replicability factors and their importance as seen by the participants is of particular interest too, since diverging results point to possible barriers and limitations. As long as the average score of a factor is high, no problem arises. When the average score is low and the average importance of the factor is low too, the impact is minimum in case of importance-based weights (the score reflects the importance). It is interesting to point out that the scalability factor acceptance has an average to high importance and an average score, whereas the homonymous replicability factor has a high score and a low importance. Again, stakeholder involvement has been rather addressed for replication or it seems less problematic for replicability. However, interface design, computability analysis, regulation, standardization, and market design have a high importance but score comparatively low. Some barriers might arise there.

4.1.2. Distribution vs. Transmission Projects

Although a majority of smart grid projects focus on distribution networks, an increasing number of projects and demonstrators related to the transmission network can be observed. Figure 3 divides the participants and their answers and corresponding scores according to the network the projects and their demonstrators are connected to.

With regard to scalability, the main difference between distribution and transmission projects are the factors corresponding to economy of scale and existing infrastructure, where distribution projects score clearly worse. It is interesting to see that transmission projects have especially taken into the existing infrastructure, dealing with limits of the infrastructure where a project is deployed at, whereas distribution projects score best for profitability, dealing with the economic benefits of the project. In fact, the scaling-up of distribution projects might be sometimes limited by a weak element of the grid.

In case of replicability, the main differences between distribution and transmission projects can be after all found for the factors standardization, interoperability, and macroeconomics, where transmission projects score clearly better. One reason might be the need for clear standards and interoperability measures, also with regard to the possibility of projects including multiple TSOs and cross-border interactions. Another reason might lie in the nature of the projects. For example,
those envisaging the integration and control of wind power generation can count on more established standards. The possibility of multiple TSO in one project might be also the driver for the higher score of macro-economic factors of transmission projects. It is also interesting to see that distribution and transmission projects obtain scores close to the minimum score for market design. One reason might be that so far, projects did not analyze the projects viability under different market designs or the current market design does not include the service (solution) studied and implemented by projects. Varying legislation and regulation among other EU member states (e.g., prohibition of interaction between DSO and TSO and distributed generation, required SAIDI and SAIFI levels, incentives for loss reduction in distribution systems, etc.) further complicates this issue. Finally, it can be seen for both distribution and transmission projects that the scalability factor acceptance scores comparatively low but the homonymous replicability factor acceptance scores comparatively high. Again, this might be because current demonstrators require more support from DSO and TSO and regulators and they need to foster customer involvement to scale up their current solution. Certain participants highlighted the fact that varying distribution networks within Europe require modifications of the projects in order to be replicable.

The detailed analysis of the results of the survey allows identifying main barriers for scalability and replicability. The identified scalability and replicability factors already describe necessary conditions for scaling up and replication and they represent somehow rules to be contemplated for scalability and replicability. The answers to the questionnaires show the projects’ achievements and barriers with regard to scalability and replicability.

Table 3 summarizes the limitations and challenges perceived and described by the participating smart grid projects. Table 3 also indicates the degree of difficulty for projects to overcome the limitations by themselves, which follows from the received answers of the survey. The degree of difficulty “relatively easy” means that a project is able to overcome the limitations by its own actions (e.g., technical issues such as communication capacity). “Intermediately easy” means that the project can overcome the limitation but with certain additional technical and economic effort (e.g., the...
use of proprietary standard or provider-specific applications could raise project costs). “Relatively slow/difficult” finally means that the overcoming the limitation mostly depends on factors/actors outside the project (e.g., technical issues such as demographics or issues related to customer behavior are difficult to influence by the project).

In general, difficulties arise after all from the fact that overcoming the barriers mostly depends on actors outside the project with limited influence of the project (e.g., customer behavior). Other factors might or might not pose a problem depending on the project. Note that the limitations detected for the technical scalability factor interface design and for the technical replicability factor network configuration could not have been conclusively judged. The reason is that it is very project dependent whether a limitation might arise or not. For example, a project focusing on energy management systems (EMS) will certainly use a centralized control scheme, but this might not necessarily put at risk its scalability potential. Similarly, the dependency on a particular resource (e.g., solar photovoltaic) might limit the potential zones for replication of the project but it might not necessarily put at risk its replicability potential.

The degree of difficulty of for example the technical scalability factor technology evolution is in general rather low. This factor modestly scored on importance and on the factor itself. Limitations arising from equipment cost, IT/data security and missing standardization of control signal and information flow from/to distributed generation have been detected. The impact on cost and standardization does not depend on the project only. By contrast, IT/data security can be handled by the project. Advances in data handling capacities are likely. Modest score together with the uncertainty of predicting technology evolution reduces the importance of the barriers arising from the limitation of this factor. Similarly, the impact of the barriers of the technical scalability factor interface design is reduced since the factor scores modestly because certain solutions (EMS, distribution management systems (DMS), market, etc.) prefer or require a centralized control. Although this factor has high importance but average score, the factor is project and solution dependent and can be handled by the project in a rather straightforward way. By contrast, the economic replicability factor market design obtains a high importance but it scores modestly, indicating a limitation. Actual limitations arise from the lack of remuneration rules, the lack of rules to provide a service, the general dependency on local regulatory frameworks, or the absence of analysis to this end. Only the last limitation can be directly influenced by the project, whereas its influence on regulatory processes is rather small and changes in legal and regulatory frameworks are usually slow. These limitations and varying legal and regulatory framework also affect the scalability and replicability factors profitability, regulation, and business model. Similarly, the technical replicability factor standardization scored modestly too, indicating that there might be problems (for example by employing only proprietary solution and proprietary standards), but the negative impact of proprietary solutions and standards can be somehow mitigated as long as they are interoperable. The use of standards has a positive impact on costs since multiple vendors can provide offers. Open, voluntary and mandatory standards are advantageous since they reduce the existence of multiple proprietary standards, increasing costs of manufacturers. The absence of any standards (in case of new services) has thus a negative impact and adaptation and/or creation of standards is not immediate. Finally, limitations of the homonymous scalability and replicability factors acceptance arise from the difficulty in changing stakeholder behavior (e.g., customers or system operators) and from stakeholder opposition or hesitancy (customer opposition to temporarily limiting power supply to test solutions, system operators’ mistrust of new security principles or manufacturers’ willingness to implement certain functionalities when the core solution seems to work without them, etc.). Apart from stakeholder involvement, certain rules might be necessary to fully and successfully implement a solution (e.g., will electric vehicle (EV) owners connect their car to the grid even if it is not absolutely necessary for them to charge?).
Table 3. Limitation and challenges with regard to scalability and replicability factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Limitation</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Replicability</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standardization</td>
<td>- New non-standardized services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modularity</td>
<td>+ Communication capacities</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Proprietary standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Computation memory</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Ability for standard-conform implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software tool integration</td>
<td>+ Big data</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing infrastructure</td>
<td>- Presence of weak elements</td>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>- Customized (project/equipment) implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Physical size</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Provider-specific applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interface design</td>
<td>Depends on nature of the project and focus*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology evolution</td>
<td>- Expected equipment costs</td>
<td>Network configuration</td>
<td>Focus/dependency on resource *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ IT/data security</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Load/generation mix and situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Missing standardization of control signal and information flow from/to DG</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Infrastructure needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Big data</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Profitability</td>
<td>- Uncertainty remuneration</td>
<td>Business model</td>
<td>- Uncertainty remuneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Focus on feasibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of rules to provide service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economy of scale</td>
<td>+ No detailed cost-benefit analysis</td>
<td>Macro-economic factors</td>
<td>+ Lack of analysis on macro-economic factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Lack of plans to export solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Market design</td>
<td>- Dependency on market design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ No corresponding analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>+ Data confidentiality</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>- Non-existing, unclear or strongly varying regulatory and legal framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of rules to provide service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Lack of rules for interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder acceptance related</td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>- Change customer behaviour</td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>- Change customer and operator behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Stakeholder opposition or hesitancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+: Relatively easy; -: Intermediately difficult; - Relatively slow/difficult; * No conclusive judgement.
4.3. Lessons Learnt

This section describes the lessons learnt from the survey. In general, it can be said that barriers arising from technical factors can be most easily overcome by the projects; the influence on the lifting of barriers of economic and regulatory and stakeholder related factors is limited and requires considerable effort. Note that although scalability and replicability are design-dependent and should be addressed from the very beginning of the projects, some actions such as computation power upgrade can be easily undertaken during the project or even during the roll-out phase.

Limited communication capacities, limited computation and processing (memory) capacities or limited big data handling capacities do not seem to pose a major problem to scalability. Although they affect the solution, these issues can be usually overcome by the project owner by upgrading its hardware, through advances in computation power or by using data bases more optimally.

Standardization requires some attention, particularly in cases where no standards exist for a new service to be provided. Challenges also arise from vendor-imposed standards and the ability for a standard-conform implementation of components. The fact that some projects do not apply standards confirms IEC’s conclusion on the lack of awareness of standards. Project owners together with operators and manufacturers need to address these issues, and where necessary involve standardization bodies. Certain projects actively contribute to the European standardization activities with regard to equipment and communication protocols. Interoperability is also important and in this regard plug-and-play characteristics of the applied equipment (easing the adding of new components to the solution) are sought by most projects.

The existing infrastructure might impose a limitation on scalability, but this limitation is rather project dependent. A project dealing with asset deferral makes use of such a limitation by increasing distributed generation penetration for example. Whether or not overcoming this barrier is thus often dependent on the project’s scope and the economic consequences of eliminating the barrier (e.g., the need for an additional transformer at the MV/LV substation to increase the capacity so that more distributed generation can be deployed). Further, some projects highlight that a certain existing infrastructure such as AMS is essential for the project to be feasible. Consequently, projects already depend on the availability of a certain infrastructure, an even more demanding requirement for replication. The network configuration of the target location needs to be carefully analysed.

The attention on the economic potential should be increased by carrying out cost-benefit analysis and by taking into account changing macroeconomic environments. Some projects did actually not carry out any cost-benefit analysis and nearly all of them are currently not viable. Clear guidelines for cost-benefit analysis can be found in [45]. Ideally, the cost-benefit analysis is started and carried out at the early development stages of the project. Different scenarios of solution sizes, the varying regulatory frameworks and market designs of the possible host countries, their macro-economic data, etc. need to be taken into account.

Stakeholder involvement (homonymous scalability and replicability factors acceptance) requires an increased attention as the introduction of smart grid may implicate the embracement of potentially something entirely new for most stakeholders. Participants of the reported survey highlight that critical stakeholders are mainly customers, grid operators or manufacturers. High investment costs and unclear benefits seem to be major barriers as also pointed out in [46]. Attention is needed, in both convincing the stakeholders to participate and in establishing rules to involve and make stakeholders participating, as this is a key to a success. Projects indicate that in general they do not have concrete plans or set of rules to attract a higher number of stakeholders outside the scope of their project. This is particularly important with regard of the expected active involvement of customers, which is still highly uncertain.

The dependency on regulatory frameworks and on market designs as well as the absence of regulation require more attention. On the one hand, the majority of the projects implements their proposed solution on a certain regulatory framework and/or market design. This framework is often not implemented and it is tailor made for the purpose of the project itself, which makes it
inherently difficult to replicate or to scale up. For example, the TWENTIES project studied the feasibility of providing secondary frequency regulation by wind farms. Current Spanish regulation and market design do however not allow wind farms to provide such service. Regulation lags behind the technological evolution and the technical feasibility, and both regulation and market design pose important barriers not only for viability but even more for scalability and replicability. Inappropriate regulatory frameworks and market designs also act as an important barrier for stakeholder acceptance (e.g., the uncertainty of remuneration or the lack of rules for interaction) as previously mentioned in [46]. On the other hand, it seems that projects did not pay a lot of attention to the potential application of their solution under a different regulatory framework. Within the European Union a patchwork of different rules and regulations can be found. More uniformity in economic regulation (similar to the technical regulation) might be envisaged. For example, NordREG has identified the issues that should be harmonized in order to establish a common Nordic end-user market [37]. Usually, replication in terms of regulation and market design is more difficult outside than inside a national environment.

5. Conclusions

This paper has studied the scalability and replicability of smart grid projects. For this purpose, factors have been sought and identified that influence and condition a project’s scalability and replicability. These factors involve technical, economic, regulatory and stakeholder acceptance related aspects, and they have been chosen based on an in-depth literature review. Briefly, technical factors determine whether the solution developed in a particular project is inherently scalable and/or replicable; economic factors reflect whether it is economically viable to pursue scaling up or replication. Factors related to regulation and stakeholder acceptance reflect the extent to which the current environment is ready to embrace a scaled-up version of a project or whether a new environment is suitable for receiving a project.

The proposed scalability and replicability factors have been applied to a case study performed on on-going European and national smart grid projects in order to evaluate and validate these factors. It seems in general that so far technical, economic, and regulatory and stakeholder-related issues were given the same priority for scalability, whereas regulatory and stakeholder-related issues dominated in replicability. Economic replicability issues seem to have attracted less attention. In fact, the scalability factors technology evolution, economies of scale, and existing infrastructure, and the replicability factors standardization and market design obtained lowest scores. Further, the factors interface design, existing infrastructure, regulation, standardization, and market design have a high importance in comparison to the factor score, bearing some potential risks for scalability and replicability. Finally, barriers mainly arise from those factors of which the detected limitations are rather difficult to overcome since overcoming these limitations mostly depends on actors outside the project with limited influence of the project. Other factors might or might not pose an actual barrier depending on the project. In particular, limitations for scalability and replicability might arise from the absence of standards, the physical limits of the existing infrastructure, the absence of cost-benefit analyses and the neglect of varying macroeconomic factors, stakeholder involvement and from the dependency of projects on regional or national regulatory frameworks and market designs.
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